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This record had the 10/9/66 date. Long before the era of the acid house and the new music scene,
including free jazz, people were using drugs to open themselves up to higher dimensions, with
surprising results. This was the music that came from it, exemplified by this extraordinary record. At
the time Charles was trying to get his free jazz out to the world, taking his quartet into the UK,
Europe and the USA. His excitement was infectious, evident in his all important innovative solo on On
Green Dolphin St (which, incidentally, was recorded in Paris). This was completely new. Before (or
perhaps even after) jazz, Charles had been playing with saxophones with Eastern flavours. Now he
was experimenting with the blues, writing and changing chord progressions. And this was the album
that started it all. Not many people saw it at the time, it was a bit of a mystery record. But now its
time has come again. If you have ever experienced any of the states of consciousness described in
Alan Watts books, you will know exactly what I am talking about. (CA) Over fifteen years before the
rap act came into existence, pianist Stanley Cowell and drummer Marcus Miller were open to a
musical world that would be the inspiration of hip hop, as reflected in the wonderful songs on The
Charles Lloyd Quartet album above. Well regarded in jazz circles, the trio had been together since
the early 1960s, in the Charles Mingus group and then side by side with John Coltrane and Archie
Shepp. I noticed while making my side-long improv jam in the same style I was listening to in the
course of making this album and discovering that I liked it! So I decided to incorporate some of that
influence into the album too: I added a loop that made a sound every few bars like a melodius
pumper, using not just the loop but also a hi-passed version of my playing that created a choppier
sound, which I used for super-chilling … Atonal variations that echoed the chord changes but had
that extra-static zap that the human brain seems to expect from a stimulating bit of background.
(KS)
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way back in 1963, the legendary trumpeter wynton kelly was part of a bill at birdland that featured
pianist thelonious monk and drummer kenny clarke. a series of impromptu jam sessions followed and

formed the basis for the fascinating sequence of four albums released by mr. kelly. seventeens
popularity as a group has continued to grow due to their clean-cut image, addictive music, and

versatile performance. the group has over 26 million youtube subscribers and are currently the top-
performing k-pop group in the u.s. they have released a total of eight albums. their most recent

album, attacca reached number 1 on both the world albums and billboard 200, and the title track,
attacca, became their first no. 1 on the world digital songs chart. the original idea of creating a pop
group with music came from jennie, a senior from seoul academy of music. the original members
were jennie, woozi, and bobby. at the time, the former two were in primary school, and the latter
was in a different school, but all three were in the same grade. the members had to take singing

lessons and learn to dance. the original name was kara, but it was changed to seventeen because
there was another group called kara. during the audition in which they were chosen to become
seventeen, the three of them performed a piece from the musical fiddler on the roof. the other

members were jeonghan, yoonwoo, and seungkwan, who all originally went to seoul academy of
music. in 2011, all of them graduated from high school and joined a music agency. the agency was
named loen entertainment, which is the oldest music agency in korea. in 2012, jeonghan, yoonwoo,

seungkwan, woozi, and bobby released a song, and the song became a huge hit. their first single
was called oh! and it was about a non-conformist guy. it became a huge hit in korea and the u.s. it

was jeonghan, yoonwoo, seungkwan, woozi, and bobby who released their first studio album, an ode,
in 2014. it ranked no. 1 in the u. and no. 2 in japan. 5ec8ef588b
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